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Chicken swaps or poultry swaps are quite popular in different parts of the country. A poultry swap is an organized event at which poultry keepers sell live birds of various species to others — typically “swapping” birds for cash. Poultry equipment might also be sold at some swaps. These swaps are sometimes hosted by poultry clubs or by farm and feed retail stores. They could occur any time of year but are more likely to be scheduled in the spring and summer months.

There is a risk in participating in such swaps. The risk is higher for buyers than for sellers. Below is a list of the advantages and drawbacks of participating in a chicken swap. Weigh these points when considering your possible participation. Are the benefits worth the possible risk? Are there less risky methods of obtaining birds?

**Pros**

- Poultry swaps allow people who raise live birds to market them on a small scale. Sellers have the opportunity to generate income through sales.
- Interaction and networking of poultry keepers take place at poultry swaps.
- There is an opportunity to learn more about poultry at swaps.
- In states where sale records of live poultry are required, these sale records from poultry swaps could be helpful for tracking disease if there is an outbreak in the area.
- In states where Pullorum-tested birds are banded, a bird for sale with a leg band should reflect that it has been tested.
- Besides birds, vendors can sell poultry related supplies, tools or equipment.
- Licensing of certain locations (host sites) may help to reduce risk. A license reflects awareness of the event by the agency overseeing animal health in the state.

**Cons**

- Poultry swaps provide an opportunity for possible disease transmission. If you are a buyer, you could be bringing home diseased stock. These could include internal parasites, external parasites and Mycoplasma and other diseases.
- Some states do not require testing, licensing or inspection of the site or the birds at swaps. The risks of disease transmission are likely higher in these situations.
- Multi-species interactions typically occur at swaps, e.g. chickens, turkeys, waterfowl, and game birds. This could increase disease risk.
- Buyers usually do not know the histories of bird(s) to be purchased. This includes the
conditions in which they were raised, immunization history, and the health of the other birds on the premises.

- Animal welfare could be an issue for those birds being sold. This could include issues related to
  - transport conditions;
  - lack of food or water;
  - extreme temperatures during day of sale; or
  - a new home (pen) for the poultry may not be totally prepared.
- Guidelines for good health might not be followed.
- Seller may easily deceive buyers regarding breed, pedigree, health, sex of bird, age, etc., and this misrepresentation could be costly.
- There would likely be no record or receipt for cash sales.
- Buyer may not be aware that they should quarantine new birds when introducing them to their home flock.

**Suggestions when buying birds at a swap**

- Do not make hasty purchasing decisions. Avoid impulse buying.
- Plan ahead. Have a clean quarantine pen set up with proper bedding, feed (species specific), clean feeders, and clean waterers for new birds. This pen should be separated from your own birds (different building or different end of building).
- Bring a clean crate (or vented box) of adequate size for transporting your newly purchased birds.
- Only buy birds from reputable sellers.
- Ask questions of the seller. Questions related to the bird’s sex, age, breed, parentage, and health should be asked.
- When handling birds, wear clothing (gloves, overalls, coveralls, coat, footwear) that will be laundered and cleaned when returning home; you may wish to put outer clothing worn when handling birds into a sealed plastic bag to transport it home.
- If purchasing the bird, obtain the seller’s contact information. Ask for the brand and type of feed used for the bird.
- After purchasing the bird(s), take photos of each bird purchased. Keep a written record of the condition of each bird.
- Quarantine (separate) your new birds for at least 3 weeks from all other birds on your home/farm. Monitor new birds for any health issues. This does not guarantee that you do not have a bird carrying a disease, but somewhat reduces the risk.
- When doing your poultry chores during the quarantine period, perform chores of your own birds first before interacting with newly introduced birds. Use proper biosecurity measures between different bird groups.
Suggestions when buying equipment at a swap

- Thoroughly inspect the equipment before purchase.
- When transporting the equipment, bag it in a large plastic bag or keep it separate from birds and people.
- Upon arrival at your farm, keep all equipment out of the barn or facilities where birds are kept. Before using the equipment, use a brush to wash all equipment with soap and water. If a pressure washer is available, use it on the equipment. Remove all manure or any build up of matter from the equipment. After washing, thoroughly disinfect the equipment with a 5% bleach solution or use a farm disinfectant according to the label instructions. Allow the equipment to air dry.
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